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anticipated, but usually not wht we planned or expected. And I’m
not talking politics; in the business world, if you’re not moving
ahead, you’re falling behind. And in modelling, there’s always
something new, experimental design changes made possible by
new materials, better motors and batteries, alsays onward and
upward.bigger and faster, but even smaller and slower designs.
Park flying and yes, RC indoor acrobatics! What is next? Stay
involved. You can be sue that someone in SEFSD in be in the
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and in the near future you’ll be able to fly indoors on a rainy day
A few “rebels” find fun racing RC electric boats, that almost fly
across the pond. So far, balloons, dirigibles and rockets don’t
meet the required criteria for involvement in our club, but....
Enjoy!
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The President’s Corner

By David Fee
The duties of each club officer are
defined in Article 3 of the club
bylaws, and I will repeat them here
as follows:
PRESIDENT - The President shall
conduct all meetings and be jointly
responsible with other Officers for
discharge of Club business. The
President shall be the official Club
spokesman.

Hello again, and welcome to the
October issue of Peak Charge. As the
days get shorter and the nights get
colder, our thoughts turn to winter
projects and the future. We’ve all
been hearing a lot about “change”
in the political news, and change
is in the future of this club as well.
At this month’s meeting, we will be
opening the official nominations for
club officers for 2009. In accordance
with our bylaws, nominations will be
closed and the elections will be held at
the November meeting. All positions
are open, so now is a good time to
step in and help keep the club moving
forward.

VICE-PRESIDENT - The VicePresident shall plan and schedule Club
events and act in place of the President
in case of the President’s absence.
SECRETARY - The Secretary shall
keep Club records, attend to Club
correspondence and prepare reports of
Club activities when necessary.
TREASURER - The Treasurer shall
receive and dispense Club funds and
prepare a financial report at least
annually; said report to be presented
at the annual meeting for the election
of Officers.
EDITOR - The Editor shall be
responsible for publishing a newsletter
describing the activities of the Club.
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SAFETY OFFICER – The Safety
Officer shall be responsible for all
aspects of flight safety.
The bylaws also state that the tenure
of Officers shall be one (1) year and
that the President shall not serve more
than two (2) consecutive elected terms
of office.
Additionally, the three At Large
members of the Board of Directors
are elected positions that are open.
Per the club bylaws, the Board of
Directors shall consist of seven (7)
Club members. The last President, the
current President, the current VicePresident, the current Treasurer and
three (3) Members At Large, nominated
and elected in the same manner as all
other elected officers.
It has been my pleasure to serve two
years as club Secretary and two years
as President, and now it is time for
me to step down and step aside. I look
forward to many more years of fun and
friendship within this club, so let’s all
work together to make sure that the
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
continues to be a driving force in the
promotion of electric propulsion for
model aircraft.
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Presidio Recreation Center
Indoor Flying Site
by Chuck Grim

Mike Morgan has arranged an
indoor site for us to fly in at the
Presidio Recreation Center, 2811
Jackson Street, San Diego. The
cost to the club would be $15 for
each session plus the cost of the
insurance certificate from AMA
($80 for an indoor
venue). Mike
describes the area
as a large indoor
basketball court.
The rec center would be available
to us every Saturday from noon
until 2 PM with the possibility of

occasionally being able to have it
form 10:00 AM until 2:00 PM.
I would like to have an e-mail
vote on this so we
can get it before
some other group
takes the time
slot. I therefore
make the following motion to the
board members. That we obtain
this indoor site for the club by
getting the insurance certificate
from AMA at $80 and fund six
months of use of the rec center

at $15 a time (26 weeks x $15 =
$390). Also, the site is less than
three miles from our field so the
it should be limited to 2.4 Ghz
equipment only.
Mike Morgan has agreed to pre‑
pare a set of rules
for the venue for
our review and
has volunteered
to run the flying
there with some help from oth‑
ers. He has also stated that he will
again become a member of the
our club.

Chuck called for and received a unanimous YES vote from all board members who were in town. However, the
AMA indoor venue insurance certificate will take a little longer. Patience; this should be a snap compared with the
city waiver requirement imposed on us last July 1st.
The last competitive indoor flying I experienced was with the free flight San Diego Orbiteers in Poway I believe, and
before that it was during the NFFS (National free Flight Society) championships at Taft High School gymnasium
years ago (before their outdoor activity moved to Lost Hills).
The relatively recent development of small, slow flying RC electic models has moved the hobby indoors, outdoors
(park fliers), all around the town. Mission Bay will continue to be where the real action is, the Torrey Pines of RC
electric flight.. ...but on a rainy day....or just for a change, like flying on floats.
Thank you Mike Morgan for recognising this potential outlet for our continued pursuit of happiness in designing,
building, timming nd flying model aircraft of every conceivable kind. You have always been an innovator. Perhaps
we can expect to see some indoor RC designs from YOU.
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The USA F5 team traveled to Kiev,
Ukraine in September for the RC
Electric World Championships, and
in many ways it was an adventure.
The F5B (sailplane) team members
included pilots Steve Neu, Jeff
Keesaman, Lenny Keer and
alternate Eric Wierman. Helpers
with the team were myself (Chuck
Grim) as the Team Manager for
F5B and F5D, Mary Kay Grim,
Wayne Walker, Barbara Keer and
Silvia Kusada. The F5D (pylon
racer) team members included
pilots Dan Kane, Travis Flynn and
John Jennings. George Parks was
their helper and my assistant team
manager for the pylon racing.
The first thing we noticed after
leaving the airport, heading for the
hotel, was that it was very hard
to read the road signs. They use a
different alphabet (Cyrillic). The
directions to our hotel included a
place where you make a u-turn,
and it was in the middle of their
freeway. As it turns out these
u-turns are very common there on
the freeways. They also had many
crosswalks on the freeways. One
of our team memberswho shall
go unnamed, found out the hard
way twice that you have to slow
down when there is a crosswalk.
He also found out that you could
pay the fine on the spot by placing
about $20 in the local currency on
the dash of the police car. One of
the team members from another
country while going to the Airport,
not too many hours after having had
a few drinks at the closing banquet,
found out that the fine for being
under the influence is about $40

Our Adventures In
By
Chuck Grim
again placed on the dash.
Also, they have traffic jams in epic
proportions. During the traffic
jams we saw many incidents of
their creative driving, like driving
on the sidewalk, ot in the center
divide, and best of all, driving in
the oncoming traffic lanes.
The F5B team got there a week
early and the weather was very
nice, in the low eighties. We were
able to get in a lot of practice at
an airfield not far from our hotel.
The operations at this airfield
had a lot of parachute jumping
on the weekends. They also were
training for an upcoming aerobatic
competition while we were there,
so we got a free air show.
The Electric World Championships
are always preceded by an open
competition. The F5D team showed
up two days before the Black Sea
Cup.
The Black Sea Cup, a two-day
contest, is really a warm up and
practice contest for the people in the
Worlds, and for the contest officials
to prepare. It is also a time for pilots
who are not in the Worlds to get
a chance to compete against the
best. The F5B results of the Black
Sea Cup are listed below. Sergey
Anashin of Russia had improved
his flying greatly and finished
first. Steve Neu flew very well and
captured second place. Thomas
Waekerlin of Switzerland placed
third. The rest of the USA contingent
Lenny Keer, Eric Wierman and Jeff
Keesaman finished fifth, thirteenth
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and fourteenth respectively.
Black Sea Cup F5B
1st - Sergey Anashin Russia
2nd - Steve Neu USA
3rd-Thomas Waekerlin Switzerland
5th - Lenny Keer USA
13th - Eric Wierman USA
14th - Jeff Keesaman USA
The F5D results at the Black Sea
Cup are listed below. Daniel Mayr
of Austria finished first. John
Jennings of the USA finished 16th.
Dan Kane and Travis Flynn From
USA did not compete because they
were still putting the final touches
on their new airplanes.
Black Sea Cup F5D
1st - Daniel Mayr Austria
2nd - Marcel Schlage Switzerland
3rd - Peter Thannhauser Canada
16th – John Jennings USA
By the time of the opening ceremony
for the World Championships the
weather had turned cold and often
rainy, and that was the way the rest
of the contest went. It was cold the
whole time and we had to fly in the
rain when necessary. Sometimes
the cloud ceiling was so low that
we could not fly F5B sailplanes
without losing planes in the clouds.
The F5D pylon racers could still fly
with low clouds because they do not
need to fly high.
To add to our troubles for the F5B
Team, after the first round Jeff
Keesaman had to fly home to attend
to a family medical emergency.
Luckily, Eric Wierman, the team
alternate, came along with us to fly
in the Black Sea Cup and the Jury
allowed him to step in as Jeff’s
Peak Charge

replacement. Had they not allowed
Eric to replace Jeff we would have
been out of the running for the team
standings. As it was, they allowed
Jeff’s first round score and counted
Eric’s scores for the rest of contest
for the team standings.

Below is are the results of the F5B
Team and individual results. Our
F5B team was able to place second
in spite of Steve Neu having a
controller fire during the thermal
task and having to land very early.
It was raining when Steve flew and
we believe that water may have
Normally we like to get in at least shorted out the controller.
seven rounds for F5B in the Worlds.
We thought we had done badly in F5B Team Final Results
York in 2004 when we got in only 1st - Austria
five rounds. This time, because of 2nd - USA
the cold and rain, we had only three 3rd - France
rounds of F5B. On Friday, the last 4th - Japan
day of competition, the road into the 5th - Germany
competition had become so muddy 6th - Italy
that many cars became stuck trying 7th - Great Britain
to get in, and most parked where the 8th - Denmark
pavement ended. Some competitors 9th - Russia
walked in carrying their planes and 10th - Switzerland
equipment. In the end they held the 11th - Belgium
competition.
12th - Australia
13th – Netherlands
Saturday was supposed to be a rain
day. The weather would have been F5B Individual Final Results
good that day but Friday evening the 1st - Guntmar Rueb Germany
jury decided to end the competition 2nd - Wolf Fickenscher Germany
because of the poor condition of the 3rd - Remo Frattini Italy
road into the field.
11th - Lenny Keer USA

22nd – Steve Neu USA
30th - Eric Wierman USA
34th - Jeff Keesaman USA
The F5D competition was able to
get twelve rounds in despite the
weather. Our team finished in sixth
place with Travis Flynn in fifth
place, Dan Kane in sixth place and
John Jennings in 21st place. John
Jennings had four rounds where he
either cut twice or ran out of power
and was unable to finish.
F5D Team Final Results
1st - Austria
2nd - Canada
3rd - Switzerland
4th - France
5th - Russia
6th - USA
7th - Belgium
8th - Great Britain
F5D Individual Final Results
1st - Daniel Mayr Austria
2nd - Guenther Mayr Austria
3rd - Dmitry Samokhvalov Russia
5th - Flynn Travis USA
6th - Kane Daniel USA
21st - Jennings John USA

From the Suffolk Aero Modelers, Long Island, New York Multiblade Propellers
originally from Hooked-on-rc-airplanes.com
Three-bladed model airplane
propellers are less efficient than
two-bladed propellers. In fact,
the more blades that are added,
the less efficient the propeller
becomes. The only advantage of
a multiblade propeller is a smaller
diameter.
Multiblade propellers are used
with full-scale airplanes when
ground clearance is an issue.
World War II fighter planes are
a good example. For this rea‑

son, many pilots use multiblade
propellers on their scale model
airplanes to make it look more
like the full-scale airplane.
Twin-engine airplanes often use
multiblade propellers because the
smaller diameter is needed for the
propeller to clear the fuselage.
This is true of full-scale airplanes
and often the case with twin-en‑
gine model airplanes as well.
Evolution Engines offers a three-
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blade propeller to be used with
a trainer. The inefficiency of the
propeller “tames” the engine a bit
for the beginner by allowing the
airplane to fly slower while main‑
taining the thrust needed for easy
takeoffs and climbs. The extra
blade also helps to slow the air‑
plane down when landing. After
the beginner becomes comfortable
flying the airplane, he or she can
tap into the rest of the engine’s
power by changing to a more ef‑
ficient two-bladed propeller.
Peak Charge
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The Central Coast chapter of the Society of Antique Modelers
California

Tips & Tricks
Cooling Your Engine
If your engine is running hotter than you would like, how
can you cool it down? Most people make the mistake of
thinking more is better when it comes to the air inlet at
the front of the cowl. This is a common error and, while
it seems logical, the reverse is actually true. To properly
cool your engine, you need more outlet, not more inlet.
You want at least 2:1—preferably 3:1—air out to air in
ratio. Otherwise, it makes a dam and the air cannot come
into the cowl because it has nowhere to go out of the
cowl. If you engine is not cooling properly, try blocking
off the other air inlet or opening the belly of the cowl
further.

Wing/Tail Alignment

Get an old telescope antenna (the same type as found on
transmitters). Use it as an adjustable-length measuring
rod to compare critical measurements on airplanes during
construction. This can help you compare the distance
from one wingtip to the stabilizer and to make sure this
distance is equal on both sides of the airplane. This en‑
sures that the stabilizer is parallel to the wing.
—Both from the South Bend Radio Control Club, South
Bend, Indiana

Soldering Advisories
Someone suggested that the use of a soldering gun was
safer than other types because it would not roll off the
workbench and burn you. It should also be mentioned
over and over that soldering guns have a very strong
alternating current magnetic field around the tip. When
brought in proximity to electric motors and servos, this
magnetic field de-gausses (demagnetizes) the magnets
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inside the motors and servos and causes permanent dam‑
age.
I have seen several people come to the flying field with a
new electric-powered airplane that does not have enough
power for flight. When asked if they soldered the wires
to the motor with a soldering gun, the answer is usually
“yes.”
Also you should never stick the tip of a soldering gun
into the airplane’s radio compartment while soldering
pushrods and etc. as it will presently damage the motors
inside the servos.
If you must use a soldering gun, you should stay well
away from electric motors and servos, meaning at least
24 inches just to be safe
—From the Rogue Eagles RC Club, Medford, Oregon

Those Handy LEDs

Those ubiquitous light emitting diodes (LEDs) are so
handy they need to be used in even more places. Every
RC transmitter should have a prominent red one on its
faceplate to greatly reduce the incidence of switches be‑
ing accidentally left on. And you can also use one ex‑
posed up front in your ship to assure that your receiver is
or is not turned on. All you have to do it plug one into an
unused channel on your receiver. And for the coil protec‑
tion on a spark ignition system, a red “on” LED up front
is useful as well. Not all wall chargers have them but they
should! Dubro Ni-Starter chargers have handy LEDs, but
for some reason I’ve had two of them fail. The chargers
still work, but the LEDs stutter and kick off. Disappoint‑
ing.
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Fun-Fly Idea for Your Club

Need a new idea for your club’s Fun
Fly? Here is an idea for an event
called the Bean Counter from the
Prop Masters R/C Aero Club of
Downers Grove, Illinois.
How it works: Each pilot is given
a paper cup, some rubber bands,
wooden dowels, and 20 beans, 10 for
an electric. The beans are placed in
the cup. The cup is attached to the
model. Rubber bands and dowels will
be supplied but pilots can attach the
cup in any manner they choose. The
cup can be placed anywhere on the
model as long as the beans are not
prevented from falling out of and free

from the cup in any way. Nothing
can be placed in the cup to prevent
the beans from falling. Generally
we recommend mounting the cup
forward of the CG point. The pilot
takes off and then must fly a specific
set of maneuvers for his class while
trying not to loose any beans. The
pilot completing the maneuvers and
landing with the most beans remain‑
ing in his cup is the winner.
The rules: Each pilot must fly the
prescribed maneuvers for his class.
The pilot, who after completing the
maneuvers and landing has the most
beans remaining in his cup, will be
the winner. The pilot having the sec‑

ond most number of beans will finish
second and so on. First, second, and
third places in each pilot class will
be awarded points as follows: 30
for first, 20 for second, and 10 for
third. Duplicate bean counts will be
awarded duplicate finishes.
Possible flight maneuvers by class:
Beginners: Fly at least one circuit of
the field.
Novices: Fly two or more circuits of
the field and perform one loop.
Advanced: Fly three of more circuits
of the field and perform two loops.
Experts: Fly four or more circuits of
the field and perform three loops.

From the Pikes Peak Soaring Society Inc., Colorado Springs, Colorado
A Lifetime of Balsa Glue and Dreams
by Rob Shernick
Depression, which heralded a time
mand now convinces me that it gave
When one gets to the age of being
me the ability to create something
qualified as an old fogey, there comes of great personal deprivation and
struggle. We have all heard and some from practically nothing. One soon
a time when you start to reminisce
of us have lived during that time,
learned that what appeared obvious
about how you got started in this
and I feel confidant in saying that we from one point could be thought of
hobby and what it was that kept
would like to never go back. How‑
from a different viewpoint and made
you so interested for all those many
ever, there was a greater simplicity to into something else.
years.
our lives then, and a whole lot more
A case in point: there was an open
As we look around us, we again keep personal interaction. My dad was
able to keep the family going with
air fruit and vegetable market about
wondering what we can do to inter‑
being a house painter, but keep in
a mile away from where we lived on
est young people in learning how to
mind that he was coming down from the west side of Denver. My folks,
build and fly model airplanes. I have
being a nationally recognized fine
my brother, and I would walk up on a
come to the conclusion that there
arts muralist. He was lucky to make
Saturday, and do some modest shop‑
must be certain spark that is ignited
about nine to 12 dollars a week, and
ping there. As a boy of six or seven,
either by a person, an event, or a
that
was
it.
I was not interested in the quality of
very motivated author. Kids of today
peaches or apples, but did love to
have such an abundance of external
A boy growing up during those days
rummage around in the back of the
enticements; they flit from one thing
was
just
as
curious
and
precocious
tent area in their scrap pile. There
to another, and never really get the
as they are now or were before, but
they had such things as grape baskets
full-bodied flavor of any particular,
there was one great exception. If you with delightful thin wood, and wire
so to speak. Sports are so diverse in
wanted something to play with, or
bales.
the schools that they can consume
got tired of climbing trees, playing
Asking if I could have a couple of
a youngster, so there is no time left
hide and seek, kick the can, etc., you them, I would later take them apart
over for other things like model
had to figure out how to make it.
very carefully, and then go through a
building or flying.
process of soaking and flattening the
Thinking back on that kind of de‑
wood, using bricks or boards with
I was born at the start of the Great
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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stones on top. Once I had the raw
materials, I could then use one of my
dad’s castoff razor blades, and follow
my hand-drawn lines for a profile
fuselage, the wing, and the tailpieces.
My first efforts were very crude, but I
gradually learned how to think about
design, proportion, and even intro‑
duce some degree of realism with
colored pencils or watercolors.
One day, in the middle of summer,
my attention was drawn to the sky
above Denver where I observed
something happening that I never
thought possible. An airplane was
flying quite high, but it was creating
a line with smoke. As I continued to
watch, the pilot would turn on the
smoke, and cut if off while forming
the letters of the drink Coca-Cola.
I went to bed that night dreaming
that maybe one day I might have
such a wonderful job like that pilot. I
saw more airplanes gradually flying
nearby as World War II began. As the
country became deeply involved with
the war, more of my attention started
to focus on heroes in airplanes, and
I set out on a plan that later became
a formidable task. I had decided to
model one each of all the fighter
airplanes in the war.
You could buy model kits for as
little as 15-25 cents that were made
by Guillow and Cleveland model
companies. For a 10-12-year-old boy,
they might as well have cost $10, but
I managed to scrimp and save, and
do odd jobs to buy a few.
Many times the balsa was pretty in‑
ferior and had hard spots in it. Many
of the cheaper kits were made from
a very poor grade of basswood and
had the lines printed on the wood. I
would have given anything to have a
X-Acto knife back then. I soon dis‑
covered there was a very fascinating
world of reading in a magazine called
Model Airplane News and I kept all
my issues for reading; reading and

rereading them over and over.
Through that magazine, I learned
how to do tissue covering, build
lighter, and how to construct mod‑
els that actually flew. Those were
exciting times and I can remember
building one airplane that flew at the
end of a fishing pole. I spun around
in circles, making me so dizzy that
I was sick for hours, but I would
get up and do it again because that
airplane could actually fly! I cracked
it up many times, but thanks to a
big tube of Ambroid cement, I stuck
it back together. It was a continual
habit, incidentally, to sit in class at
school and peel Ambroid cement off
my fingers.
I tried doing rubber-powered air‑
planes and had lots of fun with them,
but the sheer joy of building a glider
was the most fun and best learning
experience. I probably would have
gotten into CL flying earlier if I could
have afforded a lot of equipment,
but a good Ohlson & Rice engine
during the late 1940s went for a hefty
$19.95. I would have to save a long
time to get half of that. Besides, I
could now keep a glider flying that
was my own scratch-built design by
just buying some better quality balsa,
and learning things like how to bal‑
ance and build lighter.
RC was just beginning to be talked
about in the magazines, but it was not
until the late 1950s that I ever saw an
airplane fly with that kind of equip‑
ment, and even then, the transmitters
and receivers looked like jury rigged
chunks of tubes and wires. By this
time I had quit being a loner and met
some other fellows who taught me
how to do CL flying, but even then
I still did not really feel comfortable
with the tethered aircraft. Sailplanes
had a certain majestic, pure flight,
regal aura about them, and seeing a
few full-scale sailplanes in flight one
day made my heart pound and shiv‑
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ers run up my spine from their sheer
beauty.
I had had a ride once in a Piper Cub
that was fun, but there is just no com‑
parison to a fully dressed sailplane.
Naturally, when the Korean War
came along, and I was about to be
drafted, I joined the Air Force, and
spent quite a bit of time in airplanes,
but never learned to be a pilot. I
never sat in a sailplane nor was I ever
affluent enough to charter a ride in
one.
No, I look back on it now, and really
love the memory of all those cold
winter nights crouched over my
building table down in the basement
next to the warm furnace. Learning
what chord, empennage, dihedral,
ailerons, etc. were about, and then
the sheer joy of watching that new
bird stay up in the sky, if only for a
little while.
I have come a long way from the
time of the grape baskets, but I have
a tremendously long way to go yet. It
wasn’t until I joined the Pine Peaks
Soaring Society that I realized just
how much more I needed to know.
There were guys like Bob Avery,
Barry Welsh, Jack Dech, and Milt
Woodham who were so very patient
with me, trying to get my brain and
transmitter to work together in this
new challenge … an honest-togoodness flying kind of sailplane that
could become a speck up there if you
just learned how to “see” thermals, or
watch the hawks.
What a great club to belong to. It
makes all those years of Ambroid
cement on the fingers have some
meaning about quality time. So, go
buy some balsa guys, and get out to
the club field as soon as you can.
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